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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let a, 6, k, x, y be positive integers satisfying x> 1, y > 1 and gcd(ux, by) = 1, 
and let N denote the number of integer solutions (m, n) of the equation 
(1) uxm-by”=k, m>l, n>l. 
In this note we deal with the upper bound of N. In this respect, LeVeque (3) 
proved that if a = b = k = 1, then NI 1. Cao [2] proved that if k< 2, then N< 4. 
For the general a, b and k, Shorey [6] proved that Eq. (1) has at most nine in- 
teger solutions (m, n) satisfy axm > 953 k6. In this note we shall prove the 
following results: 
THEOREM 1. Zf min(a, 6) = k = 1, then NI 1. 
THEOREM 2. [ffa=6= 1 and min(x,y)r105, then Ns2. 
THEOREM 3. If min(x, y) 2 ee, then NI 3. 
2. LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1 ([l]). For any positive integer r with r>2 and any integer X, Y 
which satisfy XY# 0 and X# * Y, X’- Y’ has a primitive divisor except when 
(X, Y, r) = (2,L 6), (2, - 1,3). 
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Let a be an algebraic number with the defining polynomial 
aOzr+a,z’-’ +ee.+a,=ao ir (z-_;(Y), ao>O, 
I=1 
where &a, . . . . &a are ail the conjugates of a. Then 
h(a)=i(loga,+ i logmax(l,16;al)) 
i=l 
is called Weil’s height of a. 
LEMMA 2 ([4]). Let a,, a2 be non-zero algebraic numbers which are multiplica- 
tively independent, and let Aj = max(1, h(aj) + log 2,2ellog aj l/R) (j= 1,2), 
where R is the degree of the field Q(a,, a2), log aj is any non-zero determina- 
tion of the logarithm of aj. Zf A = b, log a, - b2 log a2 # 0 for some positive in- 
tegers b,, b2, then 
I,4 >exp(-500A,A2R4(7.5+logB)2), 
where B = max(b,, b2). 
LEMMA 3 ([5]). Let a,, . . . . a,, be non-zero algebraic numbers with heights 
H ,,...,H, 1 W hich are multiplicatively independent, and let Ai = max(e’, Hi) 
(i=l,...,n). If A:r...<AL and A’=b;loga,+...+b~loga,,#O for some in- 
tegers b;, . . . b;, then 
IA’ > exp(-2 61n+47n la d lo’+ “(log B’)( i log Ai)(log ‘c’ log AS)), 
i=l J=I 
where d is the degree of the field Q(a,,...,a,), B’=max(e$ lbil,..., lb;l). 
3. PROOFS 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We suppose that Eq. (1) has two integer solutions 
(mi, ni) (i = 1,2) with m, < m2. If a = 1, then 
(2) _Pl-l=by”l, m,>l, n,>l 
and 
(3) xrnz - 1 = byn2, m2>m,, n2>n,. 
By Lemma 1, we get from (2) and (3) that x= 2, m2 = 6 and by”* = 63 = r. 32. 
It is impossible since n2 L 3. Hence NI 1. 
If b= 1, then 
(4) y”‘+l=axml, n,>l, m,>l, 
and 
(5) yn*+ 1 =axmz, n2>n,, m2>m,. 
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Since n2 > n, , we have n2 = an, + j3, where a, /I are integers satisfy a> 0 and 
Ol/3<n,. From (4) and (5), we get -1 =y”z=ya”l+P=(-l)ayB (mod axml). It 
implies that /I = 0 and 2fa. Hence, by (4) and (5), 
(y”‘)*+ 1 
= (axml)a-’ _ 
(6) 
y”‘+ 1 
+ . . . +(_1)“_2 
0 
; axm’+(-l)a-i 
Notice that 2{a and m,>m,. We see from (6) that 27x and a= 0 (mod x). If 
xY I/ a, then 
(axT)i- 1 
i 
=O (modxYt’) for i> 1. 
Therefore, we obtain from (6) that 
(7) a= 0 (mod xmz-mi ). 
Since m, > 1 and n, > 1, (6) is impossible by (7). Thus NI 1. The theorem is 
proved. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. If N>2, then Eq. (1) has three integer solutions 
(in;, n;) (i = 1,2,3) with m, < m2 < m3. Notice that gcd(x, y) = 1. Let s, t be the 
least positive integers satisfy 
(8) xs= 1 (mod y”‘), y’s 1 (modx”‘). 
(9) xmJ-yni=k, i= 1,2,3, 
we get from 
(10) xmf=k (mody”l), i=l,2,3, 
(11) x”‘,+l -“I= 1 (mody”l), j= 1,2. 
By (8) and (1 l), m2 - m, =suI , where U, E N. If gcd( y”*-“I, (x,*-~I - 1)/y”‘) = 
d> 1, then we get xml= k (mod y”‘d) by (10). This would contradict (9). 
Therefore, gcd( y, (x” - 1)/y”‘) = 1, and by (1 l), 
(12) mj+l -mj=SUjynlpnl, Uj~ ~, j-1,2. 
Similarly, from 
(13) y”l=-k (modxmJ), i= 1,2,3, 
and 
(14) y”/+’ -“I= 1 (modx”,), j= 1,2, 
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we obtain 
(15) nj+i -nj=tujxmJPmj, Vj~~, j-l,2 
by (8). 
From (8), (9) and (15), 
yni>y”,-“z2ytxm~~~‘~>Xm,X ,“> m, > k”r”: +,,,. 
We get from (9) that 
(16) 
0</1 =m3 logx-n, logy= ____ 
4k 
x”?+y” . 
Since gcd(x, y) = 1, by Lemma 2, we have 
(17) A >exp(-500(2e log x)(2e logy)(7.5 + log max(m,, n3))2). 
On combining (17) with (16), we obtain 
log 4k + 14 8OO(log x)(logy)(7.5 + log max(m,, n3))2 > 
m3 log x7 if m32n3, 
n3 log Y, if m,<n,, 
whence we conclude that 
(18) 
i 
m3 < 4. lO’(log y)(log log y)2, if m3 1 n3, 
n3 < 4. lO’(log x)(log log x)2, if m3 < n3. 
If m3zn3, from (12) and (18), we get 
(19) 17.51+loglogy+2logloglogy~logm,>log(m,-m2)~logy”Z~“‘. 
Since xml > y”l, we find from (14) that n2 - n, 2 2. Hence, we obtain from (19) 
that y< 105. 
If m,<n,, then from (15) and (18) we get 
17.51+loglogx+2logloglogx>logn,~log(n~-n2)Llogxm*~‘~‘, 
whence we conclude that 
if m2-ml = 1, 
otherwise. 
Further, if m2-ml = 1, then x- l>y”‘>y2 by (8) and (12). This implies that 
y< lo5 by (20). Thus N12 for min(x, y)> 105. The theorem is proved. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. If N> 3, then Eq. (1) has four integer solutions 
(m,,n;) (i= 1, . ...4) with ml <*a* < m4. Since gcd(ux, 6~) = 1, by much the same 
argument as in the proof of Theorem 2, we have 
(21) xm,+1 -m~= 1 (mod by”]), y”~+l-“~= 1 (mod ax”,), j= 1,2,3, 
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and 
(22) mj+l _mjIs'u,!y"J-"', nj,, -nj=t’vjxmJ-m’, u;,v;E~,j=1,2,3, 
where s’, t’ are positive integers satisfying 
(23) xS’= 1 (mod by”‘), y”= 1 (mod axml). 
By (21) and (22), 
(24) logaxm~>logby”4>n4>n,-n3>x’n3~m~rx’”~ m’>~ax”‘>~k. 
So we have 
(25) O<A’=log~+m,logx-n,logy< 
4k 
axm4+ byn4 ’ 
since ax”‘” - by”” = k. 
Notice that gcd(ax, by) = 1 and min(x, y) 2 ee. By Lemma 3, we have 
A’> exp(-2230330(log max(m4, n4)) 
x (log max(ee, a, b)(log x)(log y)(log log x + log log y)). 
On combining this with (25), 
(26) 
t 
log 4k + 2230330(log max(m4, q))(log max(e’, a, b))(log x)(log y) 
(log log x + log logy) > log(axm” + by”“). 
We get from (24) that 
(27) log log max(e’, a, b) + log 4 max(m4, n4) > log 4k. 
When m4 2 n4, by (26) and (27) 
(28) 
L 
log log max(e’, a, b) + (4 + 2230330(log max(ee, a, b))(log x)(log y) 
(log log x + log log y))log m4 > m4 log x. 
Put 
(29) 
m4 = 2230330c(log max(e’, a, b))(log log max(e’, a, b))(log y) 
x (log log x + log logy)? 
Substituting (29) into (28), we conclude that c<200. Hence, by (29), 
(30) 
1 
m4 < 10a6(log max(e’, a, b))(log log max(e9 a, b))(log y) 
x (log log x + log logy)? 
BY (21), (22) and (2% 
m4>m4_m3~sfy”‘F”‘- ’ @-fl2)+(flz~fl) -SY 
, > sIax/?I,yI’X”” “‘1 >s~axm~y”by”‘. 
On combining this with (30), we get 
(31) 
198 + log log max(ee, a, b) + log log log max(ee, a, b) + log logy 
+ 2 log(log logx+ log logy)>log s’+ log a+ m, log xt t’by”’ logy. 
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From (23), 
log s’> log n, + log logy - log log x2 log 2 + log logy - log log x. 
Substituting this into (31), 
(31) 
1 
198 + log log max(e’, a, 6) + log log log max(e’, a, 6) + log log x 
+2log(loglogx+loglogy)>loga+m,logx+t’by”’logy. 
Further, by (23), t’zn, + 113. Since 
(33) log x+ log y > log log x + log logy + 2 log(log log x + log log y), 
we get from (32) that 
198 + log log max(ee, a,,b) + log log log max(ee, a, b) 
>loga+(mr-l)logx+(3by”‘-l)logy>loga+l950b, 
since min(x, y)ree. This is a contradiction. Thus Ns 3. 
When m,<n,. By much the same argument as above, we obtain from (26) 
and (27) that 
(34) 
t 
n,< lO@j(log max(e’, a, b))(log log max(ee, a, b))(log x) 
x (log log x + log logy)! 
BY w, (22) and (23), 
n4>n4_n3Lt’X~“-~l=f~x(~3-~Z)+(~z-~) , > fbyn,XS’,‘“2 “I > fby”,XS’d”‘. 
On combining this with (34), 
(35) 
1 
198 + log log max(ee, a, b) + log log log max(e’, a, b) + log log x 
+ 2 log(log log x + log logy) > log t’+ log b + n, logy + s’ax”” log x. 
From (23), 
logt’~logm,+loglogx-IogIogy~log2+loglogx-loglogy. 
Substituting this into (35), we obtain 
198 + log log max(ee, a, b) + log log log max(e9 a, 6) 
>logb+(n,-l)logy+(s’axm’-1)logx 
> log b + logy + (axml - 1)log x> log b + 650a - 
by (33), which is a contradiction. The proof is complete. 
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